Teaching Objectives for Preschool

Social/Emotional Skills:
Teach key social concepts through art, music, play, stories, circle time, modeling, and discussions
Learning center rules
Learning guidelines for play and interaction in different areas of the facility
Learning good manners
Sitting for increasing length of time in focused activities (circle time, art music, etc)
Learning to sharing with friends
Learning problem solving
Recognizes different emotions
Learning Self Control
Learning to greet friends and family
Working on completion of potty training

Academic Skills:
Teach basic academic concepts through art, music, play, stories, circle time, modeling, and discussions
Challenge children with age appropriate activities
Name Recognition in written forms
Recognition of letters in their name
Introduction of letters
Introduction of numbers
Pre-Math and counting skills
Cutting skills
Prewriting and Tracing Skills
Shapes and Colors
Teaching Objectives for Pre-Kindergarten

Social/Emotional Skills:
Teach key social concepts through art, music, play, stories, circle time, modeling, and discussions
Knows center and class rules and follows them
Takes care of personal needs independently (hand washing, potty)
Uses variety of problem solving skills
Helps Teacher
Sits at circle time or at a table for organized activities for extended periods of time
Helps friends and knows how to share
Greets friends and parents
Knows and uses good manners
Recognizes Emotions in self and others
Has and uses good self-control

Academic Skills:
Teach basic academic concepts through art, music, play, stories, circle time, modeling, and discussions
Challenge children with age appropriate activities
Letter Recognition and Letter Sounds
Shapes and Colors
Math and counting skills
Number Recognition
Cutting Skills
Concepts (big/little, short/long, sizes, etc)
Teach address and phone number
Knowledge of time – Seasons, Months, Days of the week, Time